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A detailed diffraction study of Ca10Cr7O28 is presented which adds significant new insights into
the structural and magnetic properties of this compound. A new crystal structure type was used
where the a and b axes are doubled compared to previous models providing a more plausible structure
where all crystallographic sites are fully occupied. The presence of two different valences of chromium
was verified and the locations of the magnetic Cr5+ and non-magnetic Cr6+ ions were identified.
The Cr5+ ions have spin-1/2 and form distorted kagome bilayers which are stacked in an ABC
arrangement along the c axis. These results lay the foundation for understanding of the quantum
spin liquid behavior in Ca10Cr7O28 which has recently been reported in [C. Balz et al., Nature
Physics, 12, 942 (2016)].
INTRODUCTION
The magnetic phenomenon observable in materials
arise in part from the various possible crystal structures
and arrangement of magnetic ions. One important re-
search area for which new materials are sought is topo-
logical and frustrated magnetism [1]. Here, structures
where the magnetic ions form low-dimensional and tri-
angular arrangements are particularly interesting as they
can suppress the usual tendency for long-range magnetic
order and give rise to exotic fractional excitations such
as spinons or monopoles [2]. Triangular arrangements of
magnetic ions coupled by antiferromagnetic interactions
can result in frustration where it is impossible to fully
satisfy all the interactions simultaneously. Two exam-
ples are triangular and kagome planes which consist of
two-dimensional layers of triangles in edge-sharing and
corner-sharing geometries respectively.
An example of materials which consist of triangular
layers of magnetic ions are the compounds A3Cr2O8 (A
= Sr, Ba). Here the magnetic Cr5+ ions are coordinated
by oxygen tetrahedra and have spin-1/2. They form trian-
gular bilayers in the ab plane which are stacked along the
c axis in an ABC arrangement. In these compounds the
intra-bilayer interaction which couples the two triangu-
lar layers to form the bilayer is the strongest interaction
and is antiferromagnetic, as a result the spins are paired
into singlets at low temperatures and the ground state
is non-magnetic [3]. The magnetic excitations consist of
breaking a singlet into a spin-1 triplet which costs a fi-
nite amount of energy, the remaining interactions allow
the triplet excitations to hop from dimer to dimer giv-
ing rise to a gapped dispersive mode [4, 5]. A number
of interesting physical phenomena have been observed in
these materials such as field-induced transition to long-
range magnetic order [6] that maps onto Bose-Einstein
condensation [7], and strongly correlated behavior of the
magnetic excitations at elevated temperature in contrast
to the thermally induced decoherence typical of conven-
tion magnets [8, 9].
The compound Ca10Cr7O28 which is the subject of this
paper is related to theA3Cr2O8 (A= Sr, Ba) compounds.
It also consists of Cr ions coordinated by oxygen tetrahe-
dra, however the space group is somewhat different, R3c
(instead of R3m) and both the a and c lattice parameters
are doubled. As for A3Cr2O8, the Cr ions are arranged
on triangular bilayers which are however distorted and
furthermore one in eight Cr ions is absent from the tri-
angular bilayer. Until recently Ca10Cr7O28 had received
little attention and was mentioned in only three publica-
tions [10–12]. Our recent experimental investigation has
however revealed that this compound has very interest-
ing magnetic properties. It realizes a quantum spin liquid
ground state [13] which is a topologically ordered state
where the spin moments never become static but remain
in collective motion down to the lowest temperatures.
Spin liquids are undergoing a lot of theoretical investi-
gation currently however very few physical realizations
exist, thus Ca10Cr7O28 provides an important addition
to our current understanding of these novel states. In this
paper we describe a thorough investigation of the crys-
tal structure of Ca10Cr7O28 including the location and
valence of the magnetic Cr ions that are responsible for
the magnetism and give rise to the quantum spin liquid
ground state.
The first reported diffraction study of this compound
was published in 1981 by D. Gyepesova´ et al. [10] where
the space group is determined to be trigonal R3c and
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2FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Ca10Cr7O28 showing the conven-
tional unit cell as given by the best model (model 3 ) described
in the main text. Red spheres are oxygen, gray spheres are
calcium, green tetrahedra are Cr5+O4, blue and light blue
tetrahedra are Cr6+O4.
the chemical composition was assumed to be Ca3Cr2O8
by analogy to the A3Cr2O8 (A = Sr, Ba) compounds.
Partial occupancies of one calcium and one oxygen po-
sition led to the empirical formula of Ca10.07Cr7O27.58.
This proposed crystal structure model was unsatisfac-
tory and implied the need for further investigation. In
1998 I. Arcˇon et al. published X-ray absorption near-
edge structure spectroscopy (XANES) data which sug-
gested an average valence state of the chromium ions of
5.3(1) [11]. They proposed that the chromium ions in
Ca10Cr7O28 are charge ordered with two different va-
lences, Cr5+ and Cr6+ in the ratio 6:1 giving an aver-
age Cr valence of 5.14 consistent with this experimental
observation and they extended the chemical formula to
Ca10(Cr
5+O4)6(Cr
6+O4). The location of the Cr
6+ could
not be determined from the XANES measurement since
this technique is only sensitive to the average chromium
valence.
Recently in 2013 D. Gyepesova´ et al. revisited the
crystal structure of this compound and published a more
detailed diffraction study [12]. They proposed a modified
structure where the partial occupancies are eliminated
except at one of the CrO4 tetrahedron. This tetrahedron
is disordered over two possible sites whose partial occu-
pancies sum up to full occupancy. The resulting struc-
ture is stoichiometric with chemical formula Ca10Cr7O28
where the chromium ions have valences 5+ and 6+ in the
ratio 6:1. They further suggest that it is the Cr ion in
the disordered tetrahedra that has the 6+ valence.
Here we present a detailed experimental investigation
of the crystal structure of Ca10Cr7O28 to an unprece-
dented level of detail. We find that the 2013 model of D.
Gyepesova´ et al. provides a good description of our data.
However we propose a more realistic model that allows
full occupancy of all sites and eliminates site disorder
by introducing a supercell. Evidence for this is provided
by the observation of superlattice peaks. A bond va-
lence sum identifies the location of the Cr5+ and Cr6+
ions. While the Cr6+ ions are non-magnetic, the Cr5+
ions have spin− 12 and magnetization and susceptibility
measurements are used to confirm the ratio of these two
ions in this compound. The arrangement of the magnetic
Cr5+ ions is discussed along with its consequences for the
magnetic properties of Ca10Cr7O28.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Crystal Growth
The powder samples of Ca10Cr7O28 were prepared
from high purity powder of CaCO3 (99.95%, Alfa Ae-
sar) and Cr2O3 (99.97% Alfa Aesar) following a solid
state reaction route. The starting materials were mixed
in the molar ratio 3:1 and then calcined in an alumina
crucible in air at 1000°C for 24 hours, followed by rapid
quenching to room temperature in air. The single-crystal
growth was carried out in an optical image furnace (Crys-
tal Systems Corp., Japan) equipped with four 300 W
Tungsten halide lamps focused by four ellipsoidal mir-
rors. To make the single crystals the obtained powder
was pulverized, packed into a cylindrical rubber tube
and pressed hydrostatically up to 3000 bar in a cold-
isostatic-press. The resulting cylindrical rod with a di-
ameter of 6 mm and length 7-8 cm was then sintered in
air at 1010°C for 12 hours followed by rapid quenching to
room temperature in air. A dense and crack-free feed rod
could be obtained in this process. Since this compound is
known to decompose at 959°C below the melting temper-
ature [14], the traveling-solvent-floating-zone technique
was employed using an off-stoichiometric solvent to lower
the melting temperature. The solvent with the composi-
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FIG. 2. (a) Picture of a typical Ca10Cr7O28 single crystal with
length 14 mm. (b) Neutron Laue backscattering diffraction
image measured on the OrientExpress instrument at the In-
stitut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble. The incident neutrons were
parallel to the trigonal c axis.
tion of 28.5mol% Cr2O3 - 71.5mol% CaO was prepared
using the same process as the feed rod and about 0.5 g
of solvent was attached to the tip of the feed rod to start
the growth. The feed rod was suspended from the up-
per shaft of the image furnace using nickel wire, while
another smaller feed rod was fixed to the lower shaft to
support the melt. Crystal growths were performed under
different atmospheres of flowing air, argon, a mixture of
argon and oxygen, and pure oxygen. A stable growth
was achieved under an oxygen atmosphere of 0.2 MPa
at a growth rate of 1 mm/h. Single crystalline rods of
up to 14 mm in length and 6 mm in diameter could be
obtained by this method (see figure 2(a)).
From each crystalline sample a small piece was ground
and checked with X-ray powder diffraction (Bruker D8)
to confirm the phase purity. Another piece of the crys-
tal was polished and checked with a polarized light mi-
croscope to confirm the absence of any residual phase,
grain boundaries or inclusions. The single crystals of
Ca10Cr7O28 were also checked with by neutron Laue
diffraction. Figure 2(b) shows a neutron Laue image with
the trigonal c axis aligned parallel to the incident beam.
This picture was taken on the OrientExpress instrument
at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble. Since no peak
splitting of the Laue reflections is visible the single grain
composition of the sample can be confirmed.
Sample Characterization
The crystal structure was investigated in detail using
four different diffractometers. The Time-of-flight (TOF)
neutron powder diffractometer EXED at the BERII reac-
tor, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) was used to collect
datasets at 300 K, 30 K and 2 K. Additional data at room
temperature were collected on the neutron single crystal
diffractometer E5 (HZB) and at the high-resolution X-ray
beamline MS-Powder at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute, Vil-
ligen. The refinements were carried out using the Full-
Prof software package [15]. Finally, high-resolution syn-
chrotron single-crystal diffraction was carried out on the
Swiss-Norwegian beam line at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France.
For the measurements on EXED the powder was put
in a 12 mm diameter vanadium sample can. A wave-
length band of 0.6 < λ < 7.8 A˚ was used and the de-
tector bank was placed in backscattering geometry cen-
tered at 2θ = 151.72°. The instrument was in high res-
olution mode with a Fermi chopper for primary pulse
generation (FWHM ∼ 40 µs) [16]. The low temperature
datasets were measured in a cryostat, and an empty cryo-
stat measurement was used for background subtraction
while the room temperature data was measured with-
out the cryostat. In the refinement a convolution of a
pseudo-Voigt with a double exponential was used and
the peak shape at room temperature refined to σ1 =
941.032µsec/A˚2 and σ2 = 30.966 (µsec/A˚
2)2 for the vari-
ance of the Gaussian component and γ1 = 7.676µsec/A˚
and γ2 = 0.100µsec/A˚
2 for the full-width-half-maximum
(FWHM) parameters of the Lorentzian component. The
back-to-back exponential decay functions yield the pa-
rameters α0 = 0.063 and β0 = 0.131.
For the measurements on the 4-circle diffractometer
E5, a neutron wavelength of λ = 0.89930 A˚ was used.
In order to refine the crystal structure of Ca10Cr7O28 a
full set of 3430 (1863 unique) reflections was collected
at room temperature using a rod shaped single crystal
with the dimensions d = 6 mm and h = 10 mm. The
seed-skewness integration method was applied to deter-
mine the Bragg intensities [17]. The absorption cor-
rection was carried out with the program Xtal 3.4 [18]
using a Gaussian integration with the absorption coef-
ficient µ = 0.32 cm−1 . In the FullProf refinement
the anisotropic Becker-Coppens extinction model was ap-
plied [19]. All extinction coefficients refined to very small
values which indicates that extinction is negligible in
Ca10Cr7O28.
On the MS-Powder beamline, the sample was mea-
sured at room temperature in a 0.2 mm diameter glass
capillary. The solid-state silicon microstrip detector
MYTHEN II was used [20] and the capillary was mounted
on a spinner for good statistical averaging. The nominal
synchrotron energy of 16.0 keV was used. The best de-
scription of the peak profile was given by split pseudo-
Voigt function. In the refinement, the half-width param-
eters were fitted to UL = 0.001156, VL = 0.000969 for the
left and UR = 0.002344, VR = 0.000605 for the right side
of the peak. The ratio between Lorentzian and Gaussian
contribution is η = 0.979.
In order to investigate the crystal structure of
Ca10Cr7O28 in more detail we have performed an X-ray
single-crystal diffraction study on the beam line BM1A
(Swiss-Norwegian) at the ESRF in Grenoble using a Pi-
latus2M area detector [21]. For the experiments carried
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FIG. 3. Detail of the crystal structure around the 6a(0, 0, z)
position. In the original model from 1981 [10], Ca5 and O3A
have partial occupancies of OccCa5 = 7(2)% and OccO3A =
58(7)% respectively. In model 1 and model 2, Ca5 is elimi-
nated and the Cr3AO4 and Cr3BO4 tetrahedra are fully oc-
cupied respectively. In model 3 both tetrahedra are present
and their partial occupancies sum up to full occupancy. The
vertical lines represent the 3-fold rotation axis parallel to c.
out at room temperature and 100 K we used a small
single crystal of about 200 µm3. The used wavelength
of λ = 0.69166 A˚ allowed us to cover reciprocal lattice
ranges −13 ≤ h ≤ 13, −12 ≤ k ≤ 12 and −49 ≤ l ≤ 49
where we collected a complete set of 16160 reflections.
Magnetization measurements were also performed to
determine the magnetic properties of Ca10Cr7O28. The
magnetization along the c axis of up to 14 T was mea-
sured on 15 mg single crystal using a Quantum Design
PPMS system at 1.8 K. DC magnetic susceptibility was
measured from 400 K down to 1.8 K on a 49 mg single
crystal sample using a Quantum Design MPMS Squid
sensor both along the a and c axis. The applied DC
field was 0.1 T. These experiments were performed at
the Laboratory for Magnetic Measurements at HZB.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Refinement in the conventional unit cell
The structure of Ca10Cr7O28 was refined with the con-
ventional unit cell used for the previous refinements with
lattice parameters a = b ≈ 10.8 A˚ and c ≈ 38.1 A˚ and
trigonal space group R3c. Several different models were
compared to the data. The first model is the original
model proposed in the 1981 paper of Gyepesova´ et al.
[10] who started with the chemical formula Ca3Cr2O8.
This model is unsatisfactory because a number of the
atomic sites refined to partial occupancies particularly in
the vicinity of the Wyckoff position 6a(0, 0, z) located on
the 3-fold axis parallel to the c axis. Here the occupancy
of Ca5 is OccCa5 = 7(2)% and the occupancy of O3A is
OccO3A = 58(7)% (see Fig. 3a) giving chemical formula
Ca10.07Cr7O27.58.
Starting from this model but fixing the almost unoccu-
pied Ca5 to OccCa5 = 0% and the former approximately
half occupied O3A to OccO3A = 100% to yield a fully oc-
cupied Cr3AO4 tetrahedron gives model 1 (Fig. 3b). The
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FIG. 4. (a) The observed (red circles) and calculated
(black lines) X-ray synchrotron powder diffraction pattern for
Ca10Cr7O28 using the best model (model 3 ) described in the
text. The difference between observed and calculated inten-
sities is shown by the blue line at the bottom of the panel.
The green vertical bars show the Bragg peak positions. (b)
Comparison between the observed and calculated structural
peak amplitudes for the E5 single crystal neutron refinement
using model 3.
advantage of this model is that it avoids partial occupan-
cies and is now stoichiometric giving the chemical formula
Ca10Cr7O28. However, differential fourier analysis using
the single crystal data to calculate the scattering den-
sity inside the unit cell reveals a rest density around the
position (0, 0, 0.05) which is not accounted for by model
1. This is approximately at the position where Ca5 was
located in the original model. To solve this problem, the
rest density was ascribed to two new crystallographic po-
sitions labeled Cr3B and O3B. They form a new Cr3BO4
tetrahedron which shares the three symmetry-related O9
atoms in the ab plane with the Cr3A tetrahedron. In
model 2, which is the inverse of model 1, the new posi-
tions Cr3B and O3B are fully occupied while Cr3A and
5TABLE I. Comparison of the RF -factors of the 4 different models for the crystal structure. The z coordinates of the Cr3 and
O3 ions which lie at Wyckoff position 6a(0, 0, z) are also given.
E5 MS Powder EXED 300 K EXED 30 K EXED 2 K z(Cr3A/Cr3B) z(O3A/O3B)
original RF = 6.39 RF = 4.75 RF = 4.21 RF = 3.45 RF = 3.53 0.00550(6) −0.03768(10)
model 1 RF = 6.44 RF = 4.81 RF = 4.19 RF = 3.40 RF = 3.40 0.00565(6) −0.03754(5)
model 2 RF = 9.10 RF = 6.01 RF = 4.18 RF = 3.80 RF = 3.80 0.03335(10) 0.07759(9)
model 3 RF = 5.28 RF = 3.98 RF = 3.79 RF = 3.14 RF = 3.13 0.00446(10)/ −0.03863(9)/
0.02961(23) 0.07192(26)
O3A are empty (Fig. 3c). Finally, in model 3 the CrO4
tetrahedron can occupy both positions. The occupancies
of the Cr3AO4 and Cr3BO4 tetrahedra are constrained
so that the sum of their occupancies is equal to 100%
(Fig. 3d). This model was also used to refine the struc-
ture in Ref. [12].
These 4 models were refined using all the measure-
ments individually. The goodness of fit (the RF -factors)
for the 4 models are given in Table I and reveal that
model 3 agrees best with all datasets. This confirms that
the true stoichiometry is indeed Ca10Cr7O28 and that at
least in the conventional unit cell the model including in-
version twinning yields the best refinement. The trigonal
space group R3c reported in literature [10, 12] could also
be confirmed.
To obtain the most accurate room temperature struc-
ture of Ca10Cr7O28, the lattice parameters were refined
from the synchrotron X-ray powder data and fixed in the
neutron single crystal refinements while the atomic po-
sitions were refined from the neutron single crystal data
and then likewise fixed in the X-ray powder refinements.
The thermal parameters were refined for both datasets
individually. These datasets along with the best fits are
shown in figure 4.
The refined atomic positions, thermal parameters and
lattice parameters for model 3 at room temperature are
presented in table IV (see appendix). The crystal struc-
ture of Ca10Cr7O28 is shown in figure 1. Since the
Cr3BO4 tetrahedron (light blue) is an inversion twin of
the Cr3AO4 tetrahedron (dark blue) only one of them
is occupied at a given site and their ratio refined to
Cr3A/Cr3B = 0.726(12)/0.276(12) from the single crys-
tal data. The same ratio applies to O3A/O3B. In the fi-
nal refinement the occupancies of all other positions were
fixed to 100 %. Their full occupancy was confirmed be-
forehand by allowing partial occupancies which all refined
to full occupancy within error bar.
The neutron TOF powder diffraction patterns recorded
at 300 K, 30 K and 2 K were used to check for any phase
transition or lattice distortion below room temperature.
Overplotting the observed patterns in figure 5 shows that
no new peaks, peak splitting or significant changes in in-
tensity occur. This implies the absence of any structural
distortion in Ca10Cr7O28 down to 2 K. These datasets
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FIG. 5. Observed neutron TOF powder diffraction patterns
for Ca10Cr7O28 at 2 K, 30 K and 300 K. The patterns have
been shifted vertically for comparison. No additional peaks or
peak broadening appear between room temperature and 2 K.
The 300 K data has an inherently higher signal to background
ratio since no cryostat was used for this measurement.
TABLE II. Refinement of the lattice parameters from the
EXED neutron TOF powder data at 3 different temperatures
using model 3.
a c
300 K 10.68873(239) 37.80577(973)
30 K 10.65156(135) 37.70086(561)
2 K 10.65167(137) 37.70106(568)
were refined using model 3 and the best fits are shown
along with the data in figure 6. An earlier batch of pow-
der was used for the neutron TOF measurement than
that used for the X-ray synchrotron measurement, which
contained a CaO impurity phase. A strong peak caused
by this impurity is indicated by the black arrow in fig-
ure 6(a). The weight percentage of the impurity phase
refined to 13%.
The refined lattice parameters at the three tempera-
tures are given in table II. The room temperature lattice
parameters refined from the EXED data are systemat-
ically smaller by about 1% compared to those derived
from the synchrotron data (cf. table IV). This is an ex-
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FIG. 6. The observed (red circles) and calculated using
model 3 (black lines) neutron TOF diffraction pattern for
Ca10Cr7O28 at (a) 300 K, (b) 30 K and (c) 2 K. The differ-
ence between observed and calculated intensities is shown by
the blue line at the bottom of the panel. The green vertical
bars show the Bragg peak positions. The second row of the
peak markers shows the CaO impurity phase which has an
intense peak at 2.4 A˚.
perimental effect due a very subtle dependence of the lat-
tice parameters on the instrument calibration in a time-
of-flight experiment which has been observed previously
(see e.g. Ref. [22]). Besides the uncertainty in the abso-
lute values, the EXED refinement gives precise informa-
tion about the relative change of the lattice parameters
between 2 K and 300 K which is found to be less than
0.5% . Furthermore, the fractional coordinates are con-
stant within error bar as a function of temperature.
Refinement in the supergroup
Now we discuss the refinement of our diffraction data
in an enlarged unit cell. As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, the CrO4 group on the threefold axis in the vicinity
of 6a(0, 0, z) is disordered over two possible orientations
in the conventional unit cell. The refined occupancies
of Cr3A and O3A were 0.695(6), while those of Cr3B
and O3B were 0.305(6) in the paper of Gyepesova´ et al.
[12]. In our single-crystal neutron diffraction study pre-
sented here, the refinements showed a significantly higher
occupancy of 0.726(12) for Cr3A and O3A, and a cor-
respondingly lower occupancy of 0.276(12) for Cr3B and
O3B. Interestingly, these values are very close to the ideal
values of 3/4 and 1/4.
Assuming that the Cr3A and Cr3B tetrahedra have
the ratio of 3:1, it is possible to define a crystal struc-
ture with an enlarged unit cell where all the Cr3 and O3
sites are fully occupied by doubling the a and b lattice
parameters. Group-subgroup relations show that this
superstructure can also be described in the same trig-
onal space group R3c, where the new basis vectors of the
real space lattice are a′ = −2a, b′ = −2b, and c′ = c.
In the new setting the h′k′l′ values of a reflection are
changed to (−2h,−2k, l) in relation to the old ones. The
Cr3B and O3B ions which originally had occupancy 1/4
can be placed at the Wyckoff position 6a(0, 0, z′) where
z′=z reaching now the full occupancy. Accordingly, the
Cr3A and O3A atoms which had occupancy 3/4 can be
placed at the position 18b(x′, y′, z′) where the positional
parameters are x′=y′=1/4, z′=z. This new representa-
tion finally leads to full occupancies at all sites and a
schematic of the ab plane is shown in figure 7(a). In the
case of the Cr3A atoms (green) the apical oxygen atoms
are located below the hexagonal plane, while in the case
of the other chromium site the apical oxygen are located
above hiding in this plot the Cr3B atoms. The in-plane
oxygen positions are identical for Cr3A and Cr3B. The
Ca4 atoms which also occupied the position 6a(0, 0, z) in
the old setting, split into the two positions 6a(0, 0, z′) and
18b(x′, y′, z′) with x′=y′=1/4, z′=z and are now labeled
as Ca4B and Ca4A respectively. The x′ and y′ parame-
ters of the atoms Ca4A, Cr3A, and O3A were not allowed
to vary during the refinement in the new setting. For the
Cr3 and O3 atoms, the constraints z(Cr3A) = − z(Cr3B)
and z(O3A) = − z(O3B) were used. The other atoms
Ca1, Ca2, Ca3, Cr1, Cr2, and O1 - O9 which are lo-
cated at 18b(x, y, z) in the old setting now split into four
sites all at 18b(x′, y′, z′). In the new setting these atoms
are labeled as Ca1A, Ca1B, Ca1C, Ca1D, etc. to dis-
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FIG. 7. (a) Schematic of the real space supercell (solid black
lines) of Ca10Cr7O28 in the hexagonal ab plan close to c = 0.
Compared to the conventional unit cell, the a and b axes are
doubled and the Cr3A and Cr3B positions are ordered in a
3:1 ratio. (b) The diffraction pattern in the reciprocal hk0
plane obtained from single crystal X-ray diffraction at room
temperature. The grid shows the Brillouin zone according to
the conventional unit cell and characteristic structural reflec-
tions are labeled. The green arrows show examples of ob-
served reflections with half integer values of h and/or k. (c)
The diffraction pattern in the reciprocal h0l plane. The re-
flections with half integer coordinates are smeared out in the
[1¯04] direction (orange arrow) and almost appear as lines of
scattering.
tinguish between them in the refinement. The coordi-
nates of their atomic positions are transformed as follows:
x′ = (1 − x)/2, y′ = (1 − y)/2, and z′ = z. Due to the
fact that the number of parameters is considerably en-
larged the following constraints were used for the atoms
located at 18b(x′, y′, z′): Atoms labeled with A get the
coordinates (x′, y′, z′), atoms B (x′ + 12 , y
′, z′), atoms C
(x′, y′ + 12 , z
′), and atoms D (x′ + 12 , y
′ + 12 , z
′). Further
the anisotropic thermal parameters of each set (A,B,C,D)
were constrained to be equal during the refinements.
These constraints are justified because they ensure that
the positions of all the ions except the z-coordinate of Cr3
and O3 are identical within each of the 4 original unit
cells that make one supercell. In the end the number of
refineable parameters could be reduced to the same num-
ber as for the refinement of model 3 and the refinement
of this supergroup structure consequently results in the
same residuals as found for model 3. Thus it is not pos-
sible to distinguish between these models simply by the
goodness of fit. Nevertheless the supergroup provides a
more physical description of Ca10Cr7O28 as it allows full
occupancy of all sites.
One consequence of the supercell is that superlattice
peaks at ( 12 ,
1
2 ,0) positions (in the coordinate system of
the original cell) are expected due to the Cr3A/Cr3B
and O3A/O3B ordering which doubles the unit cell along
both the a and b directions. These superlattice peaks are
not observable in the powder measurements or in the neu-
tron single crystal data probably because they have very
weak intensity. In order to search for these superlattice
peaks we have performed high resolution/ high intensity
X-ray synchrotron single-crystal diffraction at the Swiss-
Norwegian beam line at the ESRF, Grenoble, France.
Indeed very weak additional reflections corresponding to
a lattice doubling of a and b were observed confirming
the correctness of the superstructure model. The recip-
rocal hk0 scattering plane is shown in figure 7(b). Super-
structure reflections are visible which obey the reflection
condition −h′ + k′ + l = 3n of the space group of the
enlarged unit cell (also R3c), where h′ and k′ are the re-
ciprocal lattice units of the supercell and can be written
in terms of the reciprocal lattice units h and k of the con-
ventional cell as h′ = 2h, k′ = 2k. The new reflections
are also visible in the projection onto the h0l plane shown
in figure 7(c). In this plane it becomes obvious that the
superstructure reflections have a diffuse character almost
forming lines of scattering along the [1¯04] direction.
The observation of elongated spots parallel to [1¯04]
instead of sharp Bragg peaks at half integer positions in-
dicates some amount of remaining disorder among the
Cr3A and Cr3B positions in the plane perpendicular to
the [1¯04] direction even in the enlarged unit cell. Since
sharp half-order Bragg peaks have been observed in the
hk0 plane, the superstructure is well ordered in the ab
plane as shown in figure 7(a). Therefore the diffuse char-
acter of the peaks must be caused by stacking faults along
8TABLE III. Cr-O bond distances d of the four structurally different CrO4 tetrahedra and Bond Valence Sum calculation for
the Cr ions. The spin value of each ion is also given.
Interatomic distances [A˚]
d(Cr1-O1) 1.666(3) d(Cr2-O5) 1.690(3) d(Cr3A-O3A) 1.653(6) d(Cr3B-O3B) 1.611(19)
d(Cr1-O2) 1.677(4) d(Cr2-O6) 1.716(6) d(Cr3A-O9) 1.650(7) d(Cr3B-O9) 1.656(8)
d(Cr1-O3) 1.733(3) d(Cr2-O7) 1.701(2) d(Cr3A-O9) 1.650(7) d(Cr3B-O9) 1.656(8)
d(Cr1-O4) 1.722(5) d(Cr2-O8) 1.674(6) d(Cr3A-O9) 1.650(7) d(Cr3B-O9) 1.656(8)
Ion BVS nominal spin Ion BVS nominal spin
Cr1 4.85+ 5+ 1/2 Cr3A 5.89+ 6+ 0
Cr2 4.90+ 5+ 1/2 Cr3B 6.00+ 6+ 0
the c axis. Unfortunately, the weakness of the superstruc-
ture reflections and their diffuse character did not allow
us to use them in a crystal structure refinement. The fact
that both reciprocal planes presented in figure 7 show ad-
ditional weak reflections only at the positions which fulfill
the reflection condition −h′+k′+ l = 3n of the supercell
however confirms the proposed enlarged unit cell. Lastly
it should be noted that the superstructure reflections as
well as the diffuse scattering remain unchanged down to
the lowest measured temperature of 100 K.
Bond Valence Sum
The chemical formula of Ca10Cr7O28 suggests that the
chromium ions must have an average valence of +5.143 in
order to balance the +2 valence of the Ca2+ ions and the
-2 valence of the O2− ions. As an insulating compound
we propose that the Cr ions are charge ordered with a
ratio of Cr5+ to Cr6+ of 6:1. It is clearly interesting to
know which of the Cr ions have valence +5 and which
have valence +6. This can be achieved by calculating
the Bond Valence Sum (BVS) using our refined inter-
atomic distances. The Cr-O bond distances within each
CrO4 tetrahedra are listed in table III. The calculation
of the BVS for the four inequivalent chromium ions Cr1,
Cr2, Cr3A and Cr3B, was performed using these Cr-O
distances and the formula
BVS =
∑
i
e(d0−di)/B (1)
where d0 is the ideal bond length, di the observed
bond length and B = 0.37, an empirical parameter for
chromium ions. The values d0 = 1.77 A˚ and d0 = 1.794 A˚
for Cr5+ of and Cr6+ respectively were taken from I.
D. Brown et al. [23]. The results of the BVS calcu-
lation are also shown in table III. The BVS values of
Cr3A and Cr3B are close to +6 while those of Cr1 and
Cr2 are close to +5. Since the number ratio of the dif-
ferent chromium ions is Cr1:Cr2:Cr3 = 3:3:1, the Cr1
and Cr2 sites together account for six Cr5+ ions while
the Cr3A/Cr3B sites together account for only one Cr6+
ion, therefore the average valence from the BVS calcu-
lation is (5 ∗ 6 + 1 ∗ 6)/7 = 36/7 = 5.143. The chemi-
cal formula of Ca10Cr7O28 can hence also be written as
Ca10(Cr
V O4)6(Cr
V IO4). This result confirms the charge
ordering suggested in Ref. [12] and is also consistent with
the results of a previous XANES measurements which
found an average Cr valence of 5.3(1) [11].
Magnetic Measurements
The chromium charge ordering has important implica-
tions for the magnetic properties of Ca10Cr7O28. Cr3A
and Cr3B with oxidation state +6 have no electrons in
their 3d-shell while Cr1 and Cr2 with oxidation state +5
have one unpaired electron (3d1). Thus Cr3A and Cr3B
have spin zero and are non-magnetic whereas Cr1 and
Cr2 have spin-1/2. To learn more about the magnetic
properties we performed magnetization and DC suscep-
tibility measurements. Figure 8(a) shows the magneti-
zation at 1.8 K with field applied along the c direction.
The magnetization increases rapidly and then becomes
constant above ≈ 12 T showing that this field is strong
enough to overcome the interactions between the mag-
netic Cr5+ ions and force them to point along the field
direction. Since the Cr5+ ions have spin S = 1/2 they
will each contribute gsµBS = 1µB (assuming gs = 2) to
the magnetization, while the Cr6+ ions with spin S = 0
will not contribute. Since the ratio of Cr5+ to Cr6+ is
6:1, the expected saturation magnetization per Cr ion is
6/7µB = 0.857µB . The experimental value of the satu-
ration magnetization 0.851µB is in good agreement with
the expected one confirming the predicted spin values
and valences of the Cr ions.
Further evidence for these spin values and valences
comes from DC susceptibility measurements. Figure 8(b)
shows the susceptibility χ and inverse susceptibility 1/χ
measured with a field of 0.1 T. The inverse susceptibil-
ity follows a straight line suggesting Curie-Weiss behav-
ior. The data in the temperature range 50-250 K was
fitted by the Curie-Weiss law χ = C/(T − TCW ), giv-
ing the Curie-Weiss temperature TCW = 2.35 K and the
Curie constant C = 0.38. The Curie constant can be
used to extract the effective moment (µeff =
√
8CµB)
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FIG. 8. (a) Magnetization per Cr ion for the field applied
along the c axis at 1.8 K. (b)Susceptibility (right axis) and
inverse susceptibility (left axis) measured from 1.8 - 400 K for
a field of 0.1 T parallel and perpendicular to the c axis. The
Curie-Weiss fit of 1/χ yields θCW = 2.35 K as shown in the
inset.
and gives µeff = 1.74µB per Cr
5+ ion assuming 6 out
of every 7 Cr ions have S = 1/2 while the 7th has
S = 0. The expected value of µeff for a spin-1/2 ion is
µeff =
6
7gs
√
S(S + 1)µB = 1.73µB again in good agree-
ment with the experimental result.
Finally it should be mentioned that the susceptibil-
ity is independent of field direction. This indicates the
absence of significant magnetic anisotropy in this com-
pound which in turn suggest that the orbital moment of
the Cr5+ ions in Ca10Cr7O28 is almost fully quenched.
While substantial quenching of orbital moment in tran-
sition metal ions such as chromium is quite common due
to their strong crystal field compared to their spin-orbit
coupling, there is often a weak residual anisotropy due
to a small amount of unquenched moment. As men-
tioned before, Cr5+ ions have a single unpaired electron
in the 3d-shell, because of the tetrahedral crystal field
produced by the surrounding O2− ions this electron will
occupy the lower lying eg orbitals. Furthermore because
of the highly distorted nature of the CrO4 tetrahedron
for all Cr sites we expect that the eg doublet is split into
two non-degenerate levels with the electron occupying
the lowest level (see Table III which shows that the Cr1-
O and Cr2-O bond distances are all different). Absence
J0
J22
J31
J32
J11J12
J21
(a)
(b)
FIG. 9. (a) Conventional unit cell showing only the chromium
ions. The color code for Cr1, Cr2, Cr3A and Cr3B is the
same as in Fig. 1: Cr1 and Cr2 are green, Cr3A and Cr3B are
blue and light blue. Cr1 and Cr2 are magnetic with spin 1/2
while Cr3A and Cr3B are non-magnetic. The seven shortest
magnetic exchange paths J0 − J32 between Cr1 and Cr2 are
indicated by the colored bonds. The dashed black box indi-
cates a kagome bilayer. (b) The kagome bilayer displayed in
the ab plane.
of orbital degeneracy for a single electron in the 3d shell
is expected to lead to a highly quenched orbital moment
and a very isotropic magnetic moment with spin− 12 as
observed experimentally.
CONCLUSION
To summarize we have solved the crystal structure of
Ca10Cr7O28 and shown that it can be well described by
the conventional unit cell where the Cr3 and O3 sites are
both disordered between two positions (Cr3A/Cr3B and
O3A/O3B) whose occupancies have the ratio 3:1 and sum
to 100%. A more realistic model is for the Cr3A/Cr3B
and O3A/O3B sites to order giving rise to a doubling of
the a and b lattice parameters while preserving all other
aspects of the crystal structure. Evidence for this super-
cell comes from the observation of superlattice peaks at
half-order positions as we have found in the X-ray sin-
gle crystal data. Ca10Cr7O28 is a mixed valence com-
pound with a ratio of Cr6+ to Cr5+ of 6:1. By per-
forming a bond valence sum we showed that the Cr3A
and Cr3B ions have valence +6 while the Cr1 and Cr2
ions have valence +5. This charge order has important
consequences for the magnetism because while Cr6+ ions
are non-magnetic, Cr5+ ions have a spin value of S=1/2.
Magnetization and susceptibility measurements confirm
10
that 6 out of 7 Cr ions have spin-1/2 in accordance with
the number ratio of Cr1 and Cr2 ions to Cr3A and Cr3B
ions.
From the point of view of the magnetic behavior, the
Cr3A and Cr3B are unimportant and can be neglected.
It should be further mentioned that there is no differ-
ence concerning the magnetic Cr1 and Cr2 ions between
the convention unit cell and the supercell since the su-
perstructure results from the site ordering of the non-
magnetic Cr3A/Cr3B ions and the O3A/O3B ions while
the other ions are unaffected. The positions of the mag-
netic Cr1 and Cr2 ions within the convention unit cell
along with the seven nearest neighbor exchange interac-
tions that couple them are shown in Fig. 9. They form a
kagome bilayer structure within the ab-plane where the
bilayers are stacked in an ABC type arrangement along
the c axis. Both kagome layers that form the bilay-
ers consist of two equilateral triangles of different sizes
(and therefore inequivalent interactions) that share cor-
ners and alternate throughout the plane. This particular
arrangement of corner-sharing spin− 12 triangles coupled
into bilayers has not been reported in any other com-
pound. It provides the source of highly frustrated mag-
netism that leads to the quantum spin liquid behavior
observed in Ca10Cr7O28 as described by C. Balz et al. in
Ref. [13].
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